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I came forward so that I could see you from a little closer distance. Thank you for making those
resolutions with grateful hearts.
Before I begin, those whose birthday is today come forward! What about this week? There are this many
from this week, ending tomorrow [Sunday]? Then, those with a birthday today, come forward. From
those with a birthday this week, the oldest sister should come forward first. You're 63 years old! Come in
order. Who are we? You all are historic figures. Because of whom? Because of True Parents!

In regard to completing the providence, why must you all do your best? Jesus died on the cross and gave
Peter the key to heaven. This meant that it must be unlocked from the physical world. The same is true for
the completion of the providence. This means you must fulfill your responsibilities during the time that
you are alive. If you go back to the time Jesus came, Heaven had endured and labored for the long period
of four thousand years. Therefore, from within the fallen world, Jesus Christ, the only begotten son, could
be called "solely my son".
Then Mary, who gave birth to Jesus Christ, the only son of God, should have created an environment for
Jesus to complete the providence. She should have worked to help Jesus fulfill his mission. If Jesus had
completed the providence, Mary would have been in the position of a daughter. You all know this from
the Principle. Jesus went the way of the cross and said he would return. He would return and hold the

marriage supper of the Lamb. Then the person that Christianity should be waiting for in the last days is
God's only daughter.
Therefore, God found and raised a new people who could give birth to God's only daughter. They are the
Korean people. The Korean people must give birth to the God's only daughter in the last days from upon a
Christian foundation. When this nation was under Japanese oppression, in the face of Heaven's
providence, Japan should have thrown their greed away. Because they did not throw this away, the Allied
forces were mobilized and made them throw it away.

However, through the manifestation of True Parents, Japan was blessed as the Eve nation. The Eve
nation! What is the Eve nation? What mission does the Eve nation have? The Eve nation is True Parents'
daughter. In front of True Parents, Japan is the daughter, not the mother. They received the mission in
which they had to go through the hardships of labor, embracing fallen humankind and bringing them to
True Parents. Due to this, Heaven... True Parents, gave them the opportunity to indemnify the
wrongdoings of the past.
Two thousand years ago, Mary should have become the true daughter to Jesus. She should have fulfilled
Eve's mission among fallen humankind. Dae Mo Nim, who gave birth to God's only daughter, fulfilled
her responsibility. Then, all of you as the Eves of Japan must do more than Dae Mo Nim and fulfill your
responsibilities. Do you understand?
A Mother does not care for herself. She thinks more of her children. That is a mother's love and a
mother's mission. The nation of Japan cannot leave any nation unaware of True Parents. You must help
them all to know True Parents. Thus, all nations, with hearts of gratitude and love for Japan, must unite
with God's only daughter, True Mother. Do you understand? All of your thoughts and your actions must
be united with me. What is the completion of the providence? What is Heavenly Parents' dream? What is
True Parents' dream and what is your dream?
The over 200 nations in this world, be they small or large, they think only of themselves. Even the four
superpowers think first of their own nations' benefit. World peace cannot come under those
circumstances. Moreover, they are even farther from uniting. Until now, there has been a limit to what
can be done through human efforts. The beginning goes well, but it quickly ends. It is not eternal. These
experiences repeatedly occur but cannot be fixed.
In Christian history, in particular, they did not know Jesus' essence. There were many failures and
mistakes because it descended from man-made systems. That is how communist thought could emerge
from within God-believing Christianity. Communist thought, as a theory, is very sweet. However, when
you look at the actions of those responsible you see an even scarier dictatorship. Even when looking at
that reality, the democratic world, the free world, says they believe in God, but they do not know the
fundamentals of God. Jesus said, "Love your neighbor as yourself." Yet, Christians do not know Jesus'
essence, so they cannot unify the world through Christianity. They cannot unite the world even through
their ideology. In particular, this is a problem that this nation is facing. That is the conclusion.
We must know the original owner, the owner of the universe, God the Creator, our Heavenly Parent. We
must attend God. Just saying we will attend God, is not attendance. Fallen humankind must go through a
process to stand in front of Heavenly Parent. That is, through True Parents. The True Parents! All of you
have physical parents who were born to physical parents. Yet, that is the fallen world. It is True Parents
who will return us to the state of God's original creation, before the Fall. You do not become the True
Parents by being told suddenly one day, "You! Be True Parents!" Do you understand?

It is now a new age, the age of Cheon Il Guk. The Cheon Il Guk Era! The sixth year of Cheon Il Guk!
What have I been saying from the beginning? "Go forward with the spirit and the truth" and "reveal the
truths of history." The people of today must know True Parents in order to attend God and before the True
Parents can come, they must know the only daughter of God. It is the same with Heavenly Parents'
creation. It was not done through God commanding, "Let there be sun! Let there be water!" I am saying
the birth of life came because there was a Heavenly Father and Heavenly Mother. Do you understand?
These clear truths could not be explained. That was the problem. Yet now it is different. I have shown it
all to you. The completion of Cheon Il Guk! We must show this to humankind. It is national restoration!

If True Parents are the "True Emperor with Holiness and Virtue," there cannot be an emperor without a
people. Thus, all of you, blessed families, must fulfill your responsibilities as tribal messiahs and you
must liberate all your ancestors. You all who are here on earth must open the way. It is said that if it is
unlocked on earth, it will also be unlocked in heaven. If we cannot fulfill our responsibilities on earth, we
won't be able to fulfill our responsibilities in heaven.
When looking at your physical age, if you think the time to complete your responsibility is short you must
make even more effort, right? When we are realizing national and global restoration, should the main
characters be on earth or should they have gone to the spirit world already? I said the physical world is
important! Earth! Therefore, will you realize national restoration while I am still here? I set our first goal
for the year 2020. Will you show me then?
Then I think you must go forward with an even stronger system than now. Therefore, I divided Korea,
Japan, and the US into 5 subregions. Korea is doing well. I said to slim down the FFWPU headquarters
and to work centered on the subregions. I saw the effectiveness of this in October. The subregions in
Japan are also considered nations. I said they are the form of one nation. If there are 5 subregions in the
Japan, which is a region, there are 5 nations. Isn't it sensible then to have the five nations compete to spur
the work toward national restoration? Work hard and if you accomplish 100%, 120% 130% or 150% you
will be rewarded accordingly. Subregion 5 of Japan and subregions 5 of Korea have formed a sisterhood.
Work together and say, "Subregion 3 will restore Japan!" "Subregion 5 will restore Korea!" You must
have a good start. If the start is good, I can put more strength behind you. I am saying that I will let you
show your abilities as much as you want! Then blessings will be returned to the head of the wives'
association. I beseech you once again. I am grateful for all you have done, thank you.
However, now we must show it so we can realize the dream of one human family which is the Heavenly
Parent's dream and means the providence has been completed. This is possible when the central nations
can unite and embrace the world. There, Korea, Japan, the US -- these three nations -- will work toward
one goal, attending the same center, and the Era of the Pacific Rim Civilization will embrace the world
through the hyo jeong revolution of the culture of heart. You will do that, right? If you do that, I will be
even more grateful and love you even more. I pray that together with me you all can fulfill Japan's, the
Eve nation's, mission.

